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The Nordic public service media companies DR, NRK, RUV, 
SVT and Yle are renowned world-wide for outstanding Nordic 
drama productions. 

The Nordic partners also co-develop and co-produce a 
vast variety of unique, local content for YOUNG ADULTs every 
year – drama and beyond. In spring of 2021, an extended 
Nordic development pitch brought 11 new projects to Nordic 
life through this collaboration, in addition to the existing pitch 
sessions arranged by Nordvision.

You will find a selection of recent and coming titles in this 
catalog. The idea is to give you an overview of, and insight into, 
some of all that is being worked on – together in the Nordic 
collaboration for YOUNG ADULT content.

For more info on the projects, please refer to the main 
producer. You are also most welcome to contact the Nordvision 
secretariat for further reference.

nordvision.org
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YOUNG ADULT 
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YOUNG ADULT
2021

DOGGYSTYLE 3
DR In this third season of Doggystyle, Asta and Jose’s Interrail 

adventure takes an unexpected turn, and yet again they are 
forced to go their own ways. While Asta keeps chasing her 
dream of becoming an actress and looking for somewhere 
to belong, Jose upholds her struggle with romantic love and 
unprocessed traumas.
 
Asta needs to settle with her inner pleaser and Jose must look 
her inner demons in the eye. Meanwhile we follow Ida and 
her process of breaking free, as well as Fnuggie’s infatuation 
with Jose, while Asta’s parents try to find their way around 
each other now that their kids are no longer living at home. So 
everybody is fumbling, looking for love, recognition and self-
respect. Both Asta and Jose face their battles alone, but soon 
realize that the struggle is more enjoyable in the company 
of one another, and that true values only can be found in 
themselves. 
 
Doggystyle III is a story about longing to be loved by the world 
and by one another. Life is about so much more than becoming 
something. It is about being someone – for the sake of oneself 
and for the sake of others.

Original title 
DOGGYSTYLE

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
DR 

Co-production partners 
NRK, Svenska Yle (season 2)

Production company 
DR Drama

Launch Year 
2021  (Season 3)

Episodes and duration 
6 X 30 min.

Available seasons: 
1, 2, 3
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YOUNG ADULT
2021

KIDNAPPED BY MY MOTHER
DR 

A number of young people with Muslim background are being 
send to re-education schools in their native country. Often, it 
happens on the basis of a deep-rooted clash between the 
young pursuing a lifestyle resembling the ones of their Western 
friends, and their traditional or religious parents. But the re-
education journeys often cause harm to the young people 
and makes it even harder for them to retain attachment to 
both their families and the Western society, they are part of. 
And sometimes the culmination is a total rupture between the 
young and their families.

This series wants to get to the bottom of why that happens.

Original title 
Bortført

Genre 
Documentary

Broadcast company 
DR 

Co-production partners 
NRK

Production company 
DR Drama

Launch 
December 2021 

Episodes and duration 
6 X 30 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2021

19
NRK

17, 18, og now 16, has been a series for the guys – and really 
made in their spirit. Through Abdi, Emrah and Ibo, we address 
topics that are very relevant in many multicultural teenage 
boys’ lives: Macho culture, bromance, criminal temptations, 
living a double life, and the conflict between being a cool bro, 
a good brother, and a good son. What we haven’t addressed 
– is how it feels being a girl in this world. And now that we have 
the guys hooked, we want to do just that – through 19. A series 
about girls – for the guys.

Original title 
19

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
DR, Svenska Yle

Production company 
DR Drama

Launch 
Summer 2021 

Episodes and duration 
19 x 15 min.

Available seasons: 
16, 17, 18, 19
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YOUNG ADULT
2021

GUTTER MOT VERDEN
NRK

In the series ”Gutter mot verden” we meet those who, voluntarily 
or not, stand outside of the great societal fellowship. Many 
doubt what the history books say, and they don’t trust the 
media, while others are afraid that white Norwegians will turn 
into a minority in Norway. Some have never had a romantic 
partner and are confident that will never change.

Journalist Martha Antonette Solli has always taken for granted 
that the Social Democratic policy, feminism, and a multi-
ethnical society is the best way to go for the sake of everyone. 
In this series she is forced to set aside her own worldview and 
try to see the world seen from other people’s point of view.

Original title 
Gutter mot verden

Genre 
Documentary

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
UR, Svenska Yle

Production company 
NRK

Launch 
December 2021 

Episodes and duration 
4 x 35-45 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2021

THE PARTY 3
SVT

The series Festen depicts seven very different young people 
meeting up at a parent-free party in Malmö during one 
summer night. 

As the evening progress, more than one secret comes to light 
and the night will end in a disaster making their fates linked to 
one another for times to come.

Season 2 and 3 then follow how their relationships deepen and 
how the secret from the party continues to play a role in their 
lives. 

The series depicts what happens behind the characters’ 
facades - behind Malmö’s facades, were drugs and criminal 
activities are part of everyday life for many young people. But 
also true friendship and love…

Original title 
Festen

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
SVT 

Co-production partners 
Sve Yle

Production company 
SVT

Launch 
Feb 2021

Episodes and duration 
10 x 20 min.

Available seasons: 
1, 2, 3
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YOUNG ADULT
2021

LOVI
YLE

A horror mystery/thriller about Sofia (16), whose big sister Wilma 
dies tragically by drowning. Sofia is torn by mixed emotions. Her 
grief is shadowed by bitterness as no one has quite understood 
how hideously her big sister had treated her. When visiting the 
morgue Sofia discovers strange black marks on Wilma’s body. 
Soon after that Wilma’s ghost starts to make appearances, as if 
it is trying to tell her sister something. Sofia begins to investigate 
the incident against her grieving parents’ will and becomes 
convinced that Wilma’s death wasn’t an accident. Little by little 
she’ll uncover the hidden secrets of not only the nearby lake but 
also her family’s past. 

Lovi revolves around the themes of sisterhood, guilt and 
forgiveness.  

Original title 
Lovi

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
YLE 

Co-production partners 
NRK

Production company 
Yellow Film & TV

Launch 
Dec 2021

Episodes and duration 
8 x 15 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

HOOLIGAN  2
DR 

Theme: Brotherhood and love. It describes male bonding and 
masculine relations and in many ways these brotherhoods are 
very intimate and full of brotherly love. It is a story about love, 
greed and betrayal – and also a story about how romantic 
relations can come between male brotherhoods.

Original title 
Hooligan

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
DR 

Co-production partners 
NRK, Svenska Yle (season 1)

Production company 
DR Drama

Launch Year 
2022

Episodes and duration 
8 x 26/25 min.

Available seasons: 
1, 2
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

SALSA  
DR 

SALSA is a series about the two sisters Uma & Victoria. They 
are both in the gap-year period after high-school. Victoria, 
the older sister, has been stuck in this phase for some years, 
whereas Uma has just finished high-school and begun her first 
gap-year. They are both trying to figure out what the next step 
in their lives should be. They are each other’s opposites and 
often struggle to understand each other. Which escalates when 
a new Norwegian sex-app called DRIFT, takes Scandinavia by 
storm. The app let its users have anonymously sex-encounters, 
with the users rating each other from 1 – 10 afterwards. 
The sisters has completely different views on DRIFT. Uma is 
fascinated by the possibility to explore her own sex-life, the 
app creates, whereas Victoria is outraged by the app and the 
ethical problems it creates.

Salsa is targeted at those between 15-25 years and explores 
themes as youth, love, sexuality and boundaries.

Original title 
SALSA

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
DR 

Co-production partners 
TBD

Production company 
DR Drama

Launch Year 
2022

Episodes and duration 
7 x 25 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

SEX MED P3
DR

Let this be the end of looking for sex knowledge in obscure 
internet forums and in porn. We show everything. We talk about 
everything. Communication is sexy.  

Our focus is not a chase for the extreme, but on what the youth 
itself encounters in reality. Told by themself.  
With the help of thorough research among the 14-25-year-olds, 
we learn which topics the young people want to know more 
about. And it is everything but boring. 

The programs will be in varying lengths of 5-20 minutes. The 
program series currently has 50 titles on the list,  the final list 
will be made in collaboration with the target group itself.  The 
plan is produce 15 episodes the first year and 20 episodes each 
year the next two years, ending with a total of 50.  

This will be where the youth finds all its knowledge about sex, 
body and gender. Fun, clever and at eyelevel.   

Original title 
SEX med P3

Genre 
Educational

Broadcast company 
DR

Co-production partners 
TBD (development project)

Production company 
DR

Launch 
November 2022

Episodes and duration 
50 x 5-20 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

THE BOYS WHO CHANGED THE INTERNET
DR

This is the story about how a group of young boys changed the 
internet forever. A story of their fight for a free cyberspace. 

A story of how idealism and rivalry made them cross their 
own moral boundaries. About a hacker hunter and his 
year-long manic investigation and chase after the young 
boys. About how a 17-year-old kid from a small town broke 
into the Pentagon and started a pan-Atlantic political 
crisis, activating the FBI and threatening to shut down the 
entire Internet access to Scandinavia. About how the most 
spectacular cybercrime case in Danish history was part of the 
beginning of the Internet as we know it today. 

We have gained exclusive access to the main characters 
involved in the case - many of them now coming forward 
publicly for the first time to tell the whole stranger-than-
fiction tale about a group of cyberpunks who shook the most 
powerful nation on Earth with homemade computers from their 
basement.

Original title 
Drengene der andrede internettet

Genre 
Docu

Broadcast company 
DR

Co-production partners 
SVT

Production company 
DR

Launch 
March 2022

Episodes and duration 
4 x 28 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

THE MAN WHO DATED THE WHOLE WORLD
DR

Kenneth is the target of an international andwidespread 
scammer group. In the last 7 years Kenneth has been 
contacted by women all around the world, who says they have 
been dating him. And even been sending him big sums of 
money. His online persona has been stolen and his pictures are 
being used to lure women in and con them. 

It happens regularly now, women contacting Kenneth. Kenneth 
feels bad for them, and angry at the perpetrators. But he is also 
frustrated with the women - because how could they be so 
stupid? 

This is a non scripted documentary in 3 episodes. Kenneth will 
hopefully go through many stages of personal development 
and will end with a greater understanding of why, how and 
who has done this to him and all of the women. And though his 
understanding, we give the viewers a glimpse into a worldwide 
issue of online safety and consequenses. 

Original title 
The man who dated the whole world

Genre 
Documentary

Broadcast company 
DR

Co-production partners 
NRK, SVT, Svenska Yle

Production company 
DR

Launch 
November 2022

Episodes and duration 
3 x 28 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

0,022 %
NRK

Sixteen-year-old Elias is one of the best players on one of 
Norway’s best youth football teams. Within five days he must 
prove that he has what it takes to be signed as a professional. 
How far is he willing to go to achieve his individual goal in a 
sport that is based on being a good team player? 

The series is a character driven story set in a realistic 
environment. We meet a group of young super talented boys 
at a point in their life were everything can change. They are still 
kids playing football for fun, but the dream of being discovered 
and “made” is suddenly within reach. 

What is it like to combine professional sports with life as a 
teenager? What do you have to sacrifice to reach the top? And 
what happens when you must do immoral things to get what 
you want?

Original title 
0,022 %

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
DR, Yle

Production company 
NRK

Launch 
September 2022

Episodes and duration 
8 x 20min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

GYM
NRK

NRK wanted to create a series that could reach a wide young 
audience on both NRK TV and Youtube, but perhaps with a 
slightly different sales pitch.

To do so NRK created a series for NRK TV targeting 17-year-olds, 
which aims to be a buzz among the followers of 4ETG, featuring 
NRK talents and invite other Norwegian influencers who are 
targeting a broader audience. The series will be broadcast in its 
entirety (binge) on NRK TV and will be released as episodes on 
YouTube weekly.

Original title 
GYM

Genre 
Humorreality

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
DR

Production company 
NRK

Launch  
2022

Episodes and duration 
20 x 18 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

KRAFT
NRK

A genuine documentary series with a very close-up view of a 
young reality full of dance. The main characters are among 
the best street dancers in Norway, but at the same time they’re 
normal youngsters with real dreams and challenges. We follow 
them high and low, and the stories are told through forms 
known from drama – as compulsive, but with real people! 

This series is all about love, friendship and daring to make your 
own choices.Original title 

KRAFT

Genre 
Documentary

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
DR

Production company 
NRK

Launch 
September 2022

Episodes and duration 
10 x 20-35 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

DRAKAR
Svenska Yle

Drakar is a coming of age-story about Rollo and his three best 
friends. They have just graduated from high school and it’s their 
last summer together before they all part in different directions 
in life. They take off on what becomes a life-changing road trip 
from Southern Finland to North Norway, filled with parties and 
laughter but also tears and crucial decisions.

Original title 
DRAKAR

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
Svenska Yle

Co-production partners 
RUV

Production company 
Citizen Jane Productions

Launch 
2022

Episodes and duration 
8 x 15 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

JAG KOMMER
Svenska Yle

In this the second season of the series the insecure, awkward 
nerd Esther (18) is hit by panic when her beloved boyfriend 
Calle (18) reveals that his plan post-graduation no longer is to 
move to Helsinki with Esther. She believes Calle’s feelings are 
beginning to cool off and she turns to her life coach and friend 
Linda (19) for advice.

Linda provides some unconventional tips and Esther does all 
she can to change herself to please Calle, which in turn leads 
to misunderstandings and drives him (and Linda as well) 
further away from Esther. To make everything alright, Esther 
needs to finally raise her head from her own insecurities and 
truly see the people in her life.

Original title 
Jag kommer

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
Svenska Yle

Co-production partners 
NRK

Production company 
Citizen Jane Productions

Launch 
2022

Episodes and duration 
6 x 15 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

VAKUUM 2
Svenska Yle

The second season of success series Vakuum picks up the 
story where it was left in the season one. The friendship and 
lives of Linnea and Ellen are still at the core of the drama, and 
we get to follow their shaky road into adult life. The Helsinki 
Westend gang of Vicke’s has disappeared – enter immigrant 
boy Karam, the super handsome but strange Antti and his 
unstable ex, Emmi.

Season two takes on themes such as mental illness, open 
relationships, idealism and honesty – towards other people 
and oneself. 

Original title 
Vakuum

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
Svenska Yle

Co-production partners 
NRK

Production company 
Citizen Jane Productions

Launch 
2022

Episodes and duration 
8 x 15 min.

Available seasons: 
1, 2
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2022

ALL THAT IS LEFT
SVT

This a frenzied love triangle with ever-growing stakes – a crazy 
game that goes too far.

Allt som blir kvar (All that is left) is based on the bestseller
novel of the same title by Sandra Beijer. It tells the story of
three youngsters during that specific summer when childhood
turns into adult life, anything’s possible and at the same time
everything is complicated. 

Matilda (21 years old) stands in the gap between youth and 
adulthood. She has lived with her boyfriend Oliver since she 
left home. Oliver suddenly broke up. Matilda is without housing 
and her own context. She barely has time to understand 
what happened before she is scooped up by her friend Miron. 
Miron promises her home and security – and above all – 
an adventure that will make the grief after the separation 
disappear. Miron creates a symbiotic bubble consisting of 
himself, Matilda and the vacillated Simon whom Miron, with his 
charisma, seduced into their lives. 

This a frenzied love triangle with ever-growing stakes – a 
emotional game that goes too far.

Original title 
Allt som blir kvar

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
SVT

Co-production partners 
DR, NRK, Sve Yle

Production company 
Baluba

Launch 
May 2022

Episodes and duration 
8 x 20 min.
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YOUNG ADULT
2022

BROTHER
SVT

BROR is the story about close friends Zacke, Amir, Noah and
Basse, all 18-year-olds from the community of Eslöv. They’re
respectable, charming, and also extremely annoying in their
assertiveness. Following a wild night out, the guys discover
an abandoned house, and in it something that will change
everything…

What happens to friendship and loyalty in a gang of guys when
money and lies take over? Who’s your true brother when the
chips are down?Original title 

BROR

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
SVT

Production company 
SVT

Launch 
Aug 2022

Episodes and duration 
10x20 min.
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2022

EAGLES 4
SVT

This drama series dives into what’s it like being young in a
small town, where gossip spreads like wildfire, and “everybody
knows each other”. The story takes off as the great ice hockey
hero of the city returns after a successful career in the NHL. He
brings with him his teenage children Felicia (16) and Elias (17).
Their arrival sets off a chain of events as well as a lot of strong
feelings.

Eagles is about daring to chase your dreams and step out
of the footsteps of your parents. 

The fourth season follows our characters the final semester 
before graduation. It ś a farewell to the world of Eagles.

Original title 
Eagles

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
SVT

Co-production partners 
DR, NRK, Yle

Production company 
New Stories

Launch 
Jan 2022

Episodes and duration 
10 x 20 min.

Available seasons: 
1, 2, 3, 4
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ONE ON ONE
SVT

Ousman and his brother Malik are almost symbiotic, both in 
their everyday life as well as on the football field. Having fled 
Gambia with their parents, they are currently hiding in Sweden 
to avoid deportation. But the brother’s lives are changed when 
they get noticed by talents-scouts and get the opportunity to 
try out for the major football club Stockholm South. What used 
to be unrealistic dreams are now within reach; a professional 
football contract and a right of residence! But soon it’s clear 
that the two brothers are competing for the same position in 
the team. Instead of Ousman and Malik against the world, the 
two brothers are now pitted against each other. It’s a free for all, 
a one-on-one...

Original title 
En mot en

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
SVT

Co-production partners 
DR, NRK

Production company 
Stellanova Film

Launch 
March 2022

Episodes and duration 
8 x 20 min.
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2022

A STRANGE SUMMER
Yle

Two 21-year-old best friends, Minna and Aino, are spending 
their last summer together in a small Finnish town. During they 
day, they work as gardeners and caretakers, and in the night, 
they sneak into other peoples’ houses. 

They take their dangerous hobby to more and more dangerous 
levels night by night, while their intense friendship starts 
to slowly fall apart, with old grudges, hopes and jealousy 
surfacing in the course of the summer. 

The 8-episode drama-thriller explores toxic friendships and the 
fear of growing up. 

Original title  
A strange summer (format) 

Broadcast company  
YLE

Co-development partners: 
DR, NRK, RUV

Production company: 
Made

Distribution: 
Yle

Launch: 
2022

Episodes and duration: 
8 x 15 min.
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2023

HYBRIS
NRK

When 19-year-old Marius is accused of sexual abuse, the 
popular boy’s life is turned upside down. 

His only chance to get his life back is to prove his innocence, 
and together with the two friends he has left, he embarks on an 
ambitious search for the truth about what really happened that 
fatal night.

Original title 
Hybris

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
DR, Yle

Production company 
NRK

Launch 
2023

Episodes and duration 
8 x 20min.
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2023

ORION
NRK

O.R.I.O.N. is an absurd sci-fi series by, and starring, Henrik Farley. 
He plays Kristoffer, who works at an intergalactic investigation 
agency. Together with his incompetent colleagues, he 
investigates cases small and large.

The series dives into what police interrogations would have 
looked like if aliens and supernatural beings were walking 
around among us. The viewer will have a smile on their face 
thanks to the everyday themes being put into a surprising and 
unique universe. 

Target group: Guys aged 15-25.

Original title 
ORION 

Genre 
Drama (format)

Broadcast company 
NRK

Co-production partners 
DR, Yle

Production company 
Spark

Launch 
2023

Episodes and duration 
7 x 15 min.
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FEJK
SVT

Rich is a homecoming mystery story: A successful rap artist, 
Marisa, returns to her former small Swedish hometown which 
she has left behind after mysterious circumstances several 
years earlier, when her best friend the rich party princess 
Melissa disappeared. What happened to Melissa leads us into 
the story, but while we are there we start to care more about 
the characters and about the small town. And we start to see 
the cracks in the facades.

The town being a typical Swedish summer place hides a lot 
under the surface. The games between the young people, the 
drugs and parties. The successful rich people … are they so 
successful?

Original title 
FEJK

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
SVT

Co-production partners 
DR, NRK

Production company 
SVT

Launch 
2023

Episodes and duration 
10 x 20 min.
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2023

URBAN AVENGERS
Yle

Two 18-year-old black guys from the Finnish suburbs become 
unlikely heroes and Youtube stars, when they start catching 
bad guys red handed on their videos. 

The series is inspired by true events. The fast pasted comedic 
series follows how the two best friends try to balance growing 
fame and doing meaningful work, like modern Sherlock and 
Watson. Their superpower is their incredible ability to win over 
the trust of strangers, friends and enemies alike, in seconds 
as their approach camera in hand. The series shows in a 
cinematic way what takes place as the characters make 
their Youtube videos and crack a new case in every episode. 
The cases and episodes tackle issues like bullying, substance 
abuse, sexual harassment, hate-talk, racisms, and finding one’s 
place in the adult world. Although serious issues, they are all 
dealt with warmth and humor. 

Original title 
Urban Avengers

Genre 
Drama

Broadcast company 
Yle

Co-production partners 
TBD (development project)

Production company 
Endemol Shine

Launch 
2023

Episodes and duration 
8 x 12 min.
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